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Kriega was born in 2000 when two British product designers 
and keen motorcyclists became frustrated by the lack of 
functional, well designed luggage specifically designed and 
built for motorcycles and riders. They decided to change that…

They started with one backpack, an instant hit with motorcycle 
journalists and built the brand from there. Nearly 20 years on, 
Kriega is now known throughout the world for high quality 
design, performance and innovation.

Based in North Wales the company is ideally located with some 
of the most demanding roads and off-road trails anywhere in 
the UK right on the doorstop.

We personally design, test and use all our products in all 
weather conditions right here in the UK. As well as travelling 
and testing our products all over the world to better understand 
how they perform in different climates and riding conditions. We 
never stop innovating, seeking to improve or compromising on 
the quality of our products. 

The result is that every single piece of Kriega kit is designed 
to maximise the riding experience, whether that be the daily 
commute, an eight-hour enduro, a multi-day trip or an epic tour 
around the world.

OUR STORY   
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1999

PATENTED ADJUSTER
Our unique CNC manufactured 3-bar buckle. 
Easily adjusted leaving no loose strap-ends. 
This is a key design feature on our QUADLOC™ 
harness system.   

QUADLOC™ HARNESS
A true innovation in long-distance rider 
comfort. Designed to transfer weight from 
the shoulders to the chest and body with 
no under-arm restriction. 20 years old this 
year and still considered the benchmark in 
motorcycle backpack design.

2005

QUADLOC™ LITE HARNESS
Single quick-release version of the QUADLOC™ 
concept. Designed for ultimate comfort with no 
under-arm restriction.

UNIVERSAL 
DRYPACK SYSTEM
The first waterproof packs that can be
used individually or hooked together in 
various combinations to form a modular 
luggage system.

WHITE LINERS
The first manufacturer to use white 
waterproof liners, which makes finding 
kit easy.
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20 YEARS OF INNOVATION   

2009
2012

2019

FORK SEALS
The first ‘easy-fit’ (hook & loop) fork seal 
savers. A simple but very effective design. 

OVERLANDER
The first platform based modular 
ADV luggage system.

HAUL-LOOPS
The first ‘self supporting’ grab straps 
for the new sport of extreme enduro.

RACK LOOPS
A new way to attach packs to off-road bikes 
without the need for a metal rack.

OS-BASE
Unique hook-on modular pannier system. 
Easy on and off the bike without the need 
for metal support frames.

DOUBLE HOOK
Innovative carabiner-style hook that is easily 
removed but is 100% secure.
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DRY PACK
ALL KRIEGA PACKS 
WITH THIS LABEL 
ARE GUARANTEED 
WATERPROOF
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Kriega’s goal from day one was to build a 
reputation for the best quality products on the 
market, offering the highest standards of 
functionality and craftsmanship.

Kriega packs are constructed from some of the 
most technical fabrics available today. Add to that 
a strict attention to detail in the design and 
production process and you can be sure that 
Kriega products will exceed expectations.

The whole Kriega range is built to perform without 
exception. As a commitment to quality all packs 
are Guaranteed for 10 years against defects in 
materials and manufacture.
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LOSE THE 
WEIGHT 
Kriega’s ground breaking Quadloc™ harness has set the standard for 
motorcycle backpacks for nearly 20 years.

The innovative design transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest 
and body, giving all-day riding comfort, even with heavy loads.

Ergonomically designed specifically for motorcycle riding to allow 
unrestricted arm movement.

Once size-set, simply click-in, click-out.

BACKPACKS
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VOLUME
35-litres (2100cu in) capacity.

DIMENSIONS
570(h) x 300(w) x 200(d) mm
22.4”(h) x 11.8”(w) x 7.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1900g / 67oz

KRU35
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TECH-SPECS
420D nylon rip-stop construction.

1000D Cordura® on base and harness. 
Kriega signature alloy harness adjusters.

Reflective panels front & rear.
Superspace 5mm airspace fabric. 

Hypalon carry handle.
YKK® water resistant zips.

HydraPak® & Back Protector compatible.

R35
BACKPACKS

The ultimate touring pack incorporating the unique zip-in Quadloc™ harness, the 
ground breaking R35 enables a rider to carry bulky, heavy kit in long distance comfort.
• The Quadloc™ harness transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest and body, reducing fatigue 
 to the neck.

• The ‘zip-in’ harness opens fully making it easy to put on even with bulky riding gear. 

• Kriega’s signature alloy adjusters set the waist tension in seconds and eradicate loose strap ends,   
 giving a clean, uncluttered harness design. 

• 2 concealed pockets built into the front harness provide quick access to money, cards & passport.

• An inner sleeve pocket is ideal to store a laptop and is compatible with a hydration reservoir and/or
 a back protector. 

• Large reflective panels front and rear add a level of safety for night riding. 

• Six compression straps keep the load stable.

• 2 quick-access side pockets, a top mesh pocket and a shock-cord on the rear give versatile 
 storage options for smaller items.

• A reinforced handle gives comfortable hand carry.

• Add additional waterproof storage with hook-on points for a US-Drypack.
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VOLUME
30-litres (1800cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
490(h) x 300(w) x 210(d) mm
19.3”(h) x 11.8”(w) x 8.3”(d)

WEIGHT
1800g / 63oz

KRU30
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R30

TECH-SPECS
420D nylon rip-stop construction.

1000D Cordura® on base and harness.
Kriega signature alloy harness adjusters.

Removable taped-seam liner.
Reflective panels front & rear.

Superspace 5mm airspace fabric. 
Hypalon carry handle.

YKK® water resistant zips.
Hydrapak® & Back Protector compatible.

BACKPACKS

Guaranteed waterproof protection for serious motorcycle adventure, the 
award-winning R30 gives a rider the confidence to safely carry a laptop/
camera and other ‘keep dry’ kit even in torrential weather conditions.
• The Quadloc™ harness transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest and

body, giving all-day riding comfort, even with heavy loads.

• Kriega’s signature alloy adjusters set the waist tension in seconds and eradicate loose
strap ends, giving a clean, uncluttered harness design.

• Roll-top closure, 100% waterproof main compartment.

• The internal white taped-seam liner makes finding kit easy and is removable for cleaning.

• Large reflective panels front and rear add a level of safety for night riding.

• Six compression straps keep the load stable.

• 2 additional pockets with YKK® water-resistant zips give quick access to smaller items.

• A reinforced handle gives comfortable hand carry.

• An inner sleeve pocket is compatible with a hydration reservoir and/or a back protector.

• Add additional waterproof storage with hook-on points for a US-Drypack.
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VOLUME
25-litres (1500cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
520(h) x 300(w) x 160(d) mm

20.5”(h) x 11.8”(w) x 6.3”(d)

WEIGHT
1600g / 56oz

KRU25
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TECH-SPECS
420D nylon rip-stop construction.

1000D Cordura® on base and harness.
Reflective panels front & rear.

Kriega signature alloy harness adjusters.
Superspace 5mm airspace fabric. 

Hypalon carry handle.
YKK®oversize zips.

Hydrapak® & Back Protector compatible.

R25
BACKPACKS

The ‘go to’ pack for the daily commuter and the weekend explorer the R25 is a solid 
performer that’s built to last. The versatile large load area gives the flexibility to carry 
anything from a laptop to the weekly groceries and all in total riding comfort with the 
full size Quadloc™ harness.
• The Quadloc™ harness transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest and body, giving all-day

riding comfort, even with heavy loads.

• Kriega’s signature alloy adjusters set the waist tension in seconds and eradicate loose strap ends,
giving a clean, uncluttered harness design.

• A heavy duty YKK® zip seals the main compartment which houses an inner sleeve pocket ideal
for laptop storage.

• Large reflective panels front and rear add a level of safety for night riding.

• Four compression straps keep the load stable even on those tight corners.

• A concealed side/front pocket gives quick access to smaller items.

• A reinforced handle gives comfortable hand carry.

• The inner sleeve pocket with compression straps is compatible with a hydration reservoir
and/or a back protector.

• Add additional waterproof storage with hook-on points for a US-Drypack.
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VOLUME
20-litres (1200cu in) capacity.

DIMENSIONS
470(h) x 280(w) x 150(d) mm
18.5”(h) x 11.0”(w) x 5.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1200g / 42oz

KRU20
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TECH-SPECS
420D nylon rip-stop construction. 

1000D Cordura® on base and harness.
Reflective panels on harness.

Reflective print on rear.
Hypalon abrasion resistant reinforcement.

Superspace 5mm airspace fabric.
YKK® water resistant zips.

HydraPak & Back Protector compatible. 

R20
BACKPACKS

The R20 is the perfect fit for many riders around the world, ‘not too big but big enough’.  
Whether you need to carry a 13” laptop plus everyday essentials on your daily commute 
or tools, waterproofs and hydration for an off-road adventure, the R20 is the master of 
versatility and the king of super-tough and reliable backpacks.
• The Quadloc-lite™ harness transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest and body,

giving all-day riding comfort.

• The innovative harness is angled away from under the arms giving total freedom of movement.

• Once the harness is size-set simply click-in, click-out, no need to re-adjust.

• The main compartment with YKK® water-resistant zip opens fully to provide flexible storage
space that includes a zipped mesh pocket for small loose items.

• A zipped side/front pocket gives separate storage for easy-access items.

• An optional waist strap is included for the extra demands of riding off-road.

• Reflective panels on the front and reflective print on the rear add a level of safety for night riding.

• Four compression straps keep the load stable even in off-road conditions.

• The inner sleeve pocket with compression strap is compatible with a hydration reservoir and/or
a back protector.

• Add additional waterproof storage with hook-on points for a US-Drypack.
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VOLUME
15-litres (900cu in) capacity.

DIMENSIONS
430(h) x 250(w) x 150(d) mm

16.9”(h) x 9.8”(w) x 5.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1100g / 38oz

KRU15
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TECH-SPECS
420D nylon rip-stop construction. 

1000D Cordura® on base and harness.
Reflective panels on harness.

Reflective print on rear.
Hypalon abrasion resistant reinforcement.

Superspace 5mm airspace fabric.
YKK® water resistant zips.

HydraPak® & Back Protector compatible

R15
BACKPACKS

With it’s lightweight and durable construction matched with short back length 
and non restrictive harness the R15 is the ideal off-road riding companion.
Whether trail riding, desert racing or rallying add a hydration reservoir, spare kit, 
energy bars, a tool roll and you are all set for your next adventure.
• The Quadloc-lite™ harness transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest and body,

giving all-day riding comfort.

• The innovative harness is angled away from under the arms giving total freedom of movement.

• Once the harness is size-set simply click-in, click-out, no need to re-adjust.

• The main compartment with YKK® water-resistant zip opens fully to provide flexible storage space.

• A zipped side/front pocket gives separate storage for easy-access items.

• An optional waist strap is included for the extra demands of riding off-road.

• Reflective panels on the front and reflective print on the rear add a level of safety for night riding.

• Four compression straps keep the load stable even in off-road conditions.

• The inner sleeve pocket with compression strap is compatible with a hydration reservoir or
back protector.

• Add additional waterproof storage with hook-on points for a US-Drypack.
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VOLUME 
Reservoir 3-litres (100 fl oz)

DIMENSIONS
400(h) x 170(w) x 70(d) mm
15.7”(h) x 6.7”(w) x 2.7”(d)

WEIGHT
700g / 25oz ex reservoir 

HYRUC3
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TECH-SPECS
420D Cordura® Lite Plus construction.

Hypalon abrasion resistant reinforcement.
Superspace 5mm airspace fabric. 

Hook & Loop drink tube management.
Reflective panels on harness.

Reflective print on rear.
YKK® water resistant zips.

HYDRO-3
HYDRATION PACKS

Hydration packs come and go but if you are looking for ultra-tough, long lasting, 
reliable performance then the HYDRO-3 is the only choice. Built around the innovative 
lose the weight™ Quadloc-lite™ harness, a durable Cordura® main body conceals a 
HydraPak military grade 3-litre reservoir.
• The Quadloc-lite™ harness transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest and body,

giving all-day riding comfort.

• The innovative harness is angled away from under the arms giving total freedom of movement.

• Once the harness is size-set simply click-in, click-out, no need to re-adjust.

• The reservoir pocket with retainer is accessed by top opening YKK® water-resistant zip.

• A side pocket gives separate storage for a multi-tool, energy bars and smaller items.

• An optional waist strap is included for the extra demands of riding off-road.

• The HydraPak thermo polyurethane reservoir is twice as thick as standard consumer models and
is fully reversible for easy cleaning / drying and dishwasher safe too.

• A HydroFusion big-bore drink tube insulates in hot weather.

• Reflective panels on the front and reflective print on the rear add a level of safety for night riding.

• Add additional waterproof storage with hook-on points for a US-Drypack.
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VOLUME
Reservoir 2-litres (68 fl oz)

DIMENSIONS
310(h) x 175(w) x 60(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 6.8”(w) x 6.3”(d)

WEIGHT
620g / 22oz ex reservoir

BLACK    HYRUC2-B         
LIME         HYRUC2-L  
ORANGE   HYRUC2-O
SILVER      HYRUC2-S
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TECH-SPECS
Unique QUADLOC-LITE™ harness.

420D Cordura® Lite Plus construction.
 Hypalon structural reinforcements.

Hook & Loop drink tube management.
Reflective print on rear.

YKK® water-resistant zips.
Removable waist strap.

HYDRO-2
HYDRATION PACKS

The unequalled combination of Quadloc-lite™ harness, Cordura® construction and 
a HydraPak Shape Shift™ 2-litre reservoir produces a lightweight, hard-wearing race 
pack, purpose built to take the long-term punishment of serious off-road competition. 
• The Quadloc-lite™ harness transfers weight from the shoulders to the chest and body.

• The innovative harness is angled away from under the arms giving total freedom of movement.

• Once the harness is size-set simply click-in, click-out, no need to re-adjust.

• The reservoir pocket with retainer is accessed by top opening YKK® water-resistant zip.

• An optional waist strap is included for the extra demands of riding off-road.

• The HydraPak Shape-Shift™ reservoir allows the bladder’s volume to be adjusted for greater stability
when the full volume isn’t being utilized and is fully reversible for easy cleaning/drying.

• The Plug-N-Play™ connect system lets you easily disconnect the drink tube without leaks.

• Reflective panels on the front and reflective print on the rear add a level of safety for night riding.

• Available in 4 colours BLACK, ORANGE, LIME, SILVER.
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VOLUME
16-litres (980cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
320(h) x 400(w) x 125(d) mm

12.6”(h) x 15.7”(w) x 4.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1400g / 49oz

KSU16
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TECH-SPECS
1000D Cordura® construction.

Abrasion resistant Hypalon on front flap.
420D nylon rip-stop.

Black anodised 6061-T6 alloy strap adjuster.
Acetal 25mm quick-release buckles.

YKK® coil zips throughout.

URBAN
MESSENGER BAGS

Guaranteed waterproof protection for valuable electronics, with one large main roll-top 
compartment the URBAN has enough carrying capacity for a 17” laptop plus a bunch of 
other ‘keep-dry’ essentials, the perfect solution for the ‘all weather’ commuter. 
• Padded reversible shoulder strap for left or right shoulder carry.

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast strap tensioning with Kriega’s innovative alloy strap adjuster,
allowing access to the bag contents whilst wearing.

• The 100% waterproof main body has 16 litre capacity with roll-top fastening

• The internal white taped-seam liner makes finding kit easy and is removable for cleaning.

• A side pocket with YKK® water-resistant zip, perfect for quick access items.

• Inside flap mesh pocket with YKK® zip, designed for maps, documents and cables.

• Grip fabric on the back helps keep the pack in place when riding.

• Removable waist strap is also included for extra pack stability at high speeds.
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VOLUME
8-litres (490cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
320(h) x 200(w) x 125(d) mm

12.6”(h) x 7.8”(w) x 4.9”(d)

WEIGHT
900g / 32oz

KSS8
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TECH-SPECS
1000D Cordura® construction.

Abrasion resistant Hypalon on front flap.
420D nylon rip-stop.

Black anodised 6061-T6 alloy strap adjuster.
Acetal 25mm quick-release buckles.

YKK® coil zips throughout.

SLING
MESSENGER BAGS

The SLING is a straightforward, stylish and waterproof way to carry 
smaller items like cameras, tablets and other ‘keep-dry’ essentials 
with total confidence in all weathers. Simply throw over your helmet, 
tension the strap and ride! 
• Padded reversible shoulder strap for left or right shoulder carry.

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast strap tensioning with Kriega’s innovative alloy
strap adjuster, allowing access to the bag contents whilst wearing.

• The 100% waterproof main body has 8 litre capacity with roll-top fastening. 

• The internal white taped-seam liner makes finding kit easy and is removable
for cleaning.

• Easy access side pocket with YKK® water-resistant zip, ideal for gloves storage.

• Inside flap mesh pocket with YKK® zip is designed for maps, cables and cards.

• Grip fabric on the back helps keep the pack in place when riding.

• Removable waist strap is also included for extra pack stability at high speeds.
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VOLUME
18-litres (1100cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
320(h) x 400(w) x 125(d) mm

12.6”(h) x 15.7”(w) x 4.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1500g / 53oz

KSUEDC
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TECH-SPECS
1000D Cordura® construction.

Abrasion resistant Hypalon on front flap. 
420D nylon rip-stop.

Black anodised 6061-T6 alloy strap adjuster.
Acetal 25mm quick-release buckles.

YKK® coil zips throughout.

URBAN EDC
MESSENGER BAGS

However you commute: motorcycle, train or plane the ultra-durable URBAN ‘Every Day 
Carry’ is one pack that excels for all. Inside a hard-wearing Hypalon and Cordura® body 
lies enough padded compartments to secure and organize your daily essentials from 
a 17” laptop to the smallest memory card. All packaged with Kriega’s well designed, 
utilitarian style that is made to last.
• Padded reversible shoulder strap for left or right shoulder carry.

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast strap tensioning with Kriega’s innovative alloy strap adjuster
allowing access to the bag contents whilst wearing.

• Two main padded compartments with heavy-duty YKK® zips have the capacity for a 17” laptop,
plus cables/chargers and a change of clothes.

• The larger main pocket can still be accessed even when the main flap is closed.

• One front pocket with an internal mesh pocket for small loose items & elastic loops for pens/cables.

• The second front pocket has an internal organizer sleeve pocket and key clip.

• A large zipped mesh pocket on the underside of the flap is ideal storage for paperwork.

• Grip fabric on the back helps keep the pack in place when riding.

• Removable waist strap is also included for extra pack stability at high speeds.

• A reinforced handle gives comfortable hand carry.
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VOLUME
9-litres (550cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
320(h) x 200(w) x 140(d) mm

12.6”(h) x 7.8”(w) x 5.5”(d)

WEIGHT
1000g / 35oz

KSSEDC
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TECH-SPECS
1000D Cordura® construction.

Abrasion resistant Hypalon on front flap.
420D nylon rip-stop.

Black anodised 6061-T6 alloy strap adjuster.
Acetal 25mm quick-release buckles.

YKK® coil zips throughout.

SLING EDC
MESSENGER BAGS

Whether you are on a motorcycle or walking around town the SLING ‘Every Day Carry’ 
provides a safe and secure way to organize your everyday essentials. With 5 various 
size pockets constructed from hard-wearing Hypalon/Cordura® and YKK® zips you 
have a versatile and highly durable pack that’s easy to use and built to last.
• Padded reversible shoulder strap for left or right shoulder carry.

• Easy on/off over a helmet and fast strap tensioning with Kriega’s innovative alloy strap adjuster
allowing access to the bag contents whilst wearing.

• Two main padded compartments with heavy-duty YKK® zips can easily accommodate a 10” tablet 
plus cables/chargers and a change of clothes.

• The larger main pocket can still be accessed even when the main flap is closed.

• The front pocket has an internal mesh pocket for small loose items plus elastic loops & key clip.

• Inside flap mesh pocket with YKK® zip, designed for maps, cables, cards etc.

• Grip fabric on the back helps keep the pack in place when riding.

• Removable waist strap is also included for extra pack stability at high speeds.

• A reinforced handle gives comfortable hand carry.
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VOLUME
3-litres (180cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
150(h) x 250(w) x 80(d) mm
5.9”(h) x 9.8”(w) x 3.1”(d) 

WEIGHT
550g / 19.4oz

KRW3
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TECH-SPECS
1000D Cordura® on base and belt.
420D nylon rip-stop construction. 

Kriega signature alloy belt adjuster.
Removable taped seam liner.

Hypalon abrasion resistant front cover.
Superspace 5mm airspace fabric.

YKK® water resistant zips.

R3
WAIST PACKS

Lightweight and durable the R3 is the perfect riders’ waist pack. 
The roll-top 100% waterproof main compartment is ideal for a mobile 
phone, camera, wallet and the front zipped pocket for a disc lock, 
multi-tool and keys. All within quick and easy access thanks to 
Kriega’s innovative belt tension adjuster. 
• Kriega’s signature alloy belt adjuster sets the waist tension in seconds and

eradicates loose strap ends giving an uncluttered design.

• The pack can be easily be moved around to gain access to items, without the
need to take off and on each time.

• A 100% waterproof main compartment with a roll-top closure guarantees your 
kit stays dry. 

• The internal white taped-seam liner makes finding kit easy and is removable
for cleaning.

• The zipped mesh pocket in the flap is ideal storage for tickets, passport etc.

• The front zipped pocket provides quick access storage for a disc lock, keys etc.

• Constructed from hard-wearing Hypalon / Cordura® with YKK® zips throughout.
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VOLUME
8-litre (490cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS 
Main: 165(h) x 270(w) x 100(d)mm

          6.5”(h) x 10.6”(w) x 3.9”(d)

Side:  165(h) x 180(w) x 100(d)mm
          6.5”(h) x 7.1”(w) x 3.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1100g / 38.8oz

KRW8
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TECH-SPECS
1000D Cordura® on base and belt.
420D nylon rip-stop construction. 

Kriega signature alloy belt adjuster.
Removable taped seam liner.

Hypalon abrasion resistant front cover.
Superspace 5mm airspace fabric.

YKK® water resistant zips.
1000D Cordura® Tool Roll included.

R8
WAIST PACKS

An ultra-tough off-road pack with 100% waterproof 
side pod and removable Tool Roll, the R8 is a very 
practical, feature packed waist pack designed for 
riding trails or competition Enduros, Bajas and 
Rallies. Constructed from ultra-durable Hypalon 
and Cordura® it’s built to take the long-term 
punishment of serious off-road competition.  
• Kriega’s signature alloy belt adjuster sets the waist tension

in seconds and eradicates loose strap ends giving an 
uncluttered design.

• The pack can be easily be moved around to gain access to
items, without the need to take off and on each time.

• A 100% waterproof side pod with a roll-top closure 
guarantees your electronics stay dry. 

• The internal white taped-seam liner makes finding kit easy
and is removable for cleaning.

• The zipped mesh pocket in the flap is ideal storage for
paperwork, passport etc.

• The front zipped pocket provides quick access to the
removable Cordura® Tool Roll.

• The Tool Roll has a coated mesh pocket for small items and
over 30 loops to manage tools and spares.
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HARNESS POCKET XL
Quick access, water resistant storage ideal for  
larger mobile phones such as the IPHONE 8 PLUS 
and new IPHONE XS MAX,  SAMSUNG GALAXY 
NOTE 9,  SONY XPERIA XZ3 and HUAWEI P20 
PRO. Simply fix to any backpack harness, waist 
pack or messenger bag strap with the 
hook & loop closure. 

AVAILABLE IN 2 OPTIONS 
RIGHT - wear on the left with RIGHT handed access                
LEFT - wear on the right with LEFT handed access

Fits all Kriega rider packs 
(excluding R35)

• Hypalon construction
• YKK water resistant zip
• Reflective black dots

LEFT - KKHPXL-L
RIGHT - KKHPXL-R

HARNESS POCKET
Quick access to essentials on the go...
Ideal for a mobile phone, small camera, sunglasses, keys etc.  
Simply fix a Harness Pocket to any backpack harness, waist 
pack or messenger bag strap with the hook & loop closure. 

Fits all Kriega rider packs 
(excluding R35)

YKK water-resistant zip
1000D Cordura® construction

VOLUME
0.5 litres (30cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
170(h) x 85(w) x 40(d) mm
6.7”(h) x 3.3”(w) x 1.6”(d)

WEIGHT
100g / 3.5oz

KKUP

STASH WALLET
Cordura® Travel organizer / wallet perfect 
for all frequent use items, like keys, 
cards, cash, tickets, pens, ear plugs etc.

1000D Cordura®
Intergrated belt loop
4 x YKK® zipped pockets
3 x card slots
2 x open pockets
1 x zipped pocket (fits passport)
1 x concealed pocket with key-clip

VOLUME
0.5 litre (30cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
100(h) x 170(w) x 30(d) mm
3.9”(h) x 6.7”(w) x 1.2”(d)

WEIGHT
100g/ 3.5oz

KSTSH

ACCESSORIES
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KUBE LAPTOP 
For laptops up to 17”
Internal sleeve pocket

DIMENSIONS
385(h) x 270(w) x 40(d) mm
15.2”(h) x 10.6”(w) x 1.6”(d)

WEIGHT
400g / 14oz

KKLPT

KUBE NOTEBOOK 
For small laptops & tablets 
up to 13”
Internal sleeve pocket

DIMENSIONS
330(h) x 230(w) x 25(d) mm
13”(h) x 9”(w) x 0.9”(d)

WEIGHT
200g / 7oz

KKNBK

KUBE TABLET
For 10” tablets 
Internal sleeve pocket

DIMENSIONS
270(h) x 200(w) x 20(d) mm
10.6”(h) x 7.9”(w) x 0.8”(d)

WEIGHT
200g / 7oz

KKTAB
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CORDURA® PADDED CASES

KUBE MINI TAB
For 7” tablets 
Internal sleeve pocket

DIMENSIONS
230(h) x 150(w) x 20(d) mm
9.1”(h) x 5.9”(w) x 0.8”(d)

WEIGHT
150g / 5.3oz

KKMT

KUBE ORGANIZER
Ideal for tools, cables, safety 
equipment 
Internal coated mesh zipped pocket

VOLUME
1 litre (61cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
130(h) x 190(w) x 50(d) mm
5.1”(h) x 7.5”(w) x 2”(d)

WEIGHT
100g / 3.5oz

KKU1

KUBE ORGANIZER XL
Ideal for cameras, chargers, 
cables etc. 
Internal coated mesh zipped pocket

VOLUME
2 litre (122cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
150(h) x 200(w) x 70(d) mm
5.9”(h) x 7.8”(w) x 2.7”(d)

WEIGHT
150g / 5.3oz

KKUXL

ACCESSORIES
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HYDRAPAK 3 LITRE
RESERVOIR
Hydrapak heavy-duty, military grade reservoir & 
insulated drink tube, compatible with all 
Kriega backpacks. The 0.4mm Thermo 
Polyurethane reservoir is twice as thick as 
standard consumer models and comes with a 
reinforced slider and Hydrofusion® insulated 
big-bore tube with 45° twist-lock bite valve.

Wide Slide Seal™ for easy fill
Reverse to clean / dry
Dishwasher safe

WEIGHT
200g / 7oz

HYPAK3

HEAVY DUTY
BACKPACK LINERS
Heavy-duty roll-top 100% waterproof /dust 
proof storage, use in backpacks or as stand-
alone luggage.

Heavy-duty taped seam construction.
High quality Hypalon roll-over closure.
Highly wear-resistant internal face fabric.

DIMENSIONS
S:    450(h) x 250(w) mm
       17.7”(h) x 9.8”(w)

M:   600(h) x 350(w) mm
       23.6”(h) x 13.8”(w)

L:    700(h) x 420(w) mm
       27.5”(h) x 16.5”(w)

WEIGHT
S- 100g / 3.5oz
M-150g / 5.2oz
L- 200g / 7oz

(SMALL) KALS    (MEDIUM) KALM     (LARGE) KALL

HYDRAPAK 2 LITRE
SHAPE-SHIFT™
RESERVOIR 
Shape-Shift™ baffle locks for a slim profile and 
increased stabilization; unlocks for full volume. 
2 litre / 70 fl oz unlocked - 1.5 litre / 50 fl oz 
locked
Slide-Seal™ top opens wide for easy filling and 
closes tight for a leakproof seal.
High-flow Blaster™ bite valve self seals after 
each sip and features a twist on/off bar to 
prevent leaks when not in use.
Plug-N-Play™ connect system lets you easily 
disconnect the drink tube (an auto shut off 
valve prevents leaking) and remove the 
reservoir from your pack for convenient 
refilling.
Fully reversible for easy cleaning and drying, 
top-shelf dishwasher safe.

HYPAKSS2 
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TOOL ROLL
Tough 1000D Cordura® construction with over 
30 loops & coated mesh pocket, ideal for 
on/off-road or workshop
...just add tools

DIMENSIONS
Closed
135 x 225mm 
5.3” x 8.8” 

Open
550 x 225mm
21.6” x 8.8” 
NB- Tools not included.

WEIGHT
250g /8.8oz

KTORO

ACCESSORIES

TOOLS NOT INCLUDED
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DUCATI PANIGALE V4S US-20 TAIL PACK / US-5 TANKBAG
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BIKE PACKS
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THE BEST 
JUST GOT BETTER 
Kriega’s best selling US-Drypack System has led the way
for universal fit, waterproof carrying on a motorcycle for 
over 15 years. For 2019 the classic design is further 
enhanced with the introduction of CORDURA® Lite 
fabrics for the main body construction. 

Woven with high tenacity nylon 6,6 filament yarns 
CORDURA® 420D Lite fabric offers increased durability 
with advanced tear strength and abrasion resistance.

US-DRYPACKS
BIKE PACKS
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UNIVERSAL FIT TO ANY TYPE OF MOTORCYCLE

EASY TO MOUNT WITH QUICK-RELEASE HOOKS 
ATTACHING TO WEB LOOPS SECURED TO THE 

BIKE’S SUBFRAME

USE INDIVIDUALLY OR HOOKED TOGETHER IN 
VARIOUS COMBINATIONS TO FORM A 

MODULAR LUGGAGE SYSTEM

MOUNT AS A TANK BAG, WITH THE ADDITION 
OF A KRIEGA TANK CONVERTER

(PAGE 52)

CONVENIENT TO CARRY OFF THE BIKE WITH
 A REMOVABLE SHOULDER STRAP (US-20 / US-30)

OR BY HOOKING ONTO ANY KRIEGA BACKPACK 
(US-5 / US-10)

US-DRYPACKS
BIKE PACKS

TECH-SPECS
100% waterproof main body. (no rain cover required).

Roll-top closure for total weather protection.
Removable internal white liner (taped-seams).

Side access pocket with YKK® water resistant zip.
Rear mesh pocket.

Hook-on loops to attach additional Drypacks.
420D Cordura® Lite + Hypalon construction.

Aircraft grade alloy hooks.
Hook straps & subframe loops included.

Adjustable shoulder / waist strap included US-20 / US-30.
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US-5
VOLUME
5-litres (300cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
290(h) x 180(w) x 100(d) mm
11.4”(h) x 7”(w) x 3.9”(d)

WEIGHT
400g / 14oz

KUSC5

US-10
VOLUME
10-litres (600cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
330(h) x 240(w) x 120(d) mm
13”(h) x 9.4”(w) x 4.7”(d)

WEIGHT
600g / 21oz

KUSC10
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US-DRYPACKS
BIKE PACKS

US-20
VOLUME
20-litres (1200cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
400(h) x 260(w) x 190(d) mm
15.7”(h) x 10.2”(w) x 7.5”(d)

WEIGHT
700g / 24.5oz

KUSC20

US-30
VOLUME
30-litres (1800cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
445(h) x 295(w) x 225(d) mm
17.5”(h) x 11.6”(w) x 8.8”(d)

WEIGHT
1000g / 35oz

KUSC30
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DUCATI PANIGALE 1299 / US-20 DRYPACK

DUCATI SUPERSPORT / US-20 + US-10 COMBO

YAMAHA XSR 900 / US-20 + 2 x US-10 COMBO

DUCTATI MULTISTRADA / US-30 + 2 x US-20 COMBO
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US-FIT KITS
US-DRYPACKS are supplied with hook-straps and frame loops.

For a few bike models there are special fitting kits. 

DUCATI PANIGALE 899/1199 - KAPGL

DUCATI PANIGALE 959/1299 - KAPFK

DUCATI XDIAVEL - KAXFK

DUCATI PANIGALE V4 / V4S - KAPV4FK

APRILIA TUONO FACTORY - KATFFK

TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE - KASTFK

TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE - KASPFK

US-DRYPACKS
BIKE PACKS

BMW S1000R / US-3O DRYPACK

DUCATI XDIAVEL / US-20 + 2 x US-10 COMBO
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TECH-SPECS
Scratch-resistant base fabric.
Heavy-duty self-adhesive Velcro® fixing.
Reflective print.

WEIGHT
250g / 8.8oz

KUSTK

US-DRYPACKS
BIKE PACKS

TANK
DRYPACK CONVERTER

CONVERTS A US-DRYPACK 
TO A TANK BAG
Universal fit to most makes and types of bike including 
bikes with metal and plastic tanks.

Easy to fit with frame loops at the front and heavy duty 
Velcro® pads under the seat at the rear.

A scratch-resistant base fabric holds the pack firmly 
in position and quick-release buckles give easy access 
to fuel filler. 
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YAMAHA XSR900 DUO-24 SADDLEBAGS
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TIMELESS DESIGN - MODERN PERFORMANCE
Kriega Saddlebags are available in either SOLO or DUO 
options, designed to universally-fit* modern retro-styled bikes. 

100% WATERPROOF and constructed from super-tough 
abrasion resistant Hypalon + 1000D Cordura®.

A roll-top closure guarantees total weather protection and the 
white liner makes it easy to find your kit and is removable for 
cleaning.

Aircraft grade anodized alloy strap connectors and heavy-duty 
cam buckles hold the bags firmly in position. 

Mounting straps are included for single or double bag set-up,
plus an adjustable shoulder strap for use off the bike.

*Requires saddlebag supports fitting to the bike. Not included.

SADDLEBAGS
BIKE PACKS
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YAMAHA XSR900 SOLO-14 SADDLEBAG + US-20 DRYPACK
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SOLO 14

SOLO 18

TECH-SPECS
100% waterproof main body. (no rain cover required).

Roll-top closure for total weather protection.
Removable white liner for easy cleaning.
1000D Cordura® + Hypalon construction.

Heavy-duty cam buckle fasteners.
Aircraft grade anodized alloy strap connectors.

Adjustable shoulder strap included.
Mounting straps & Frame loops included.

Universal fit on any bike with a saddlebag support.

SOLO 14 VOLUME
14-litres (850cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
310(h) x 310(w) x 150(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 12.2”(w) x 5.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1500g / 53oz

KSBS14

SOLO 18 VOLUME
18-litres (1000cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS
310(h) x 350(w) x 175(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 13.7”(w) x 6.9”(d)

WEIGHT
1800g / 63oz

KSBS18

SADDLEBAGS
BIKE PACKS
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TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE DUO-36 SADDLEBAGS 
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DUO 36 TOTAL VOLUME
36-litres (2000cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS PER BAG
310(h) x 350(w) x 175(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 13.7”(w) x 6.9”(d)

WEIGHT
3000g / 105oz

KSBD36

DUO 28 TOTAL VOLUME
28-litres (1700cu in) capacity. 

DIMENSIONS PER BAG
310(h) x 310(w) x 150(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 12.2”(w) x 5.9”(d)

WEIGHT
2800g / 99oz

KSBD28

DUO 36
DUO 28

SADDLEBAGS
BIKE PACKS

TECH-SPECS
100% waterproof main body. (no rain cover required).

Roll-top closure for total weather protection.
Removable white liner for easy cleaning.
1000D Cordura® + Hypalon construction.

Heavy-duty cam buckle fasteners.
Aircraft grade anodized alloy strap connectors.

Adjustable shoulder strap included.
Mounting straps & Frame loops included.

Universal fit on any bike with saddlebag supports.
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DUCATI SCRAMBLER DESERT SLED  DUO-36 SADDLEBAGS mounted with Saddlebag Platforms + US-30 DRYPACK
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SADDLEBAG
PLATFORMS
DUCATI SCRAMBLER

DIMENSIONS 
195(h) x 240(w) mm
7.6”(h) x 9.4”(w)

WEIGHT
SOLO 650g /23oz
DUO 1000g / 35oz

SOLO KSPDSS       

DUO KSPDSD

SADDLEBAGS
BIKE PACKS

Available in Solo or Duo options for use in conjunction with 
Kriega Saddlebags. The Solo is single sided, ideal for bikes 
with a high exhaust and the Duo is double sided.
The innovative design complements the contemporary features 
of the Ducati Scrambler and provides a stylish alternative to the 
standard metal tube saddlebag supports.

• Virtually indestructible CNC machined HDPE.
• Aircraft grade anodized alloy hardware.
• Easy to fit, no drilling/cutting required.
• Platforms easily removed when not in use.

NOTE: THIS PRODUCT IS FOR PRE 2019 BIKES ONLY
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HONDA AFRICA TWIN OS-32 PANNIERS 
+ OS-18 & OS-12 ADVENTURE PACKS
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OVERLANDER-S (OS) ADVENTURE LUGGAGE 
SYSTEM IS VERSATILE AND MODULAR WITH 
MULTI-PACK STORAGE SOLUTIONS 
FROM 6 TO 100-LITRES +

All OS-PACKS are 100% waterproof and constructed from 
ultra-abrasion resistant Hypalon and 1000D Cordura®.

OS-FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES use aircraft grade alloy 
components, GUARANTEED to deal with the toughest of 
adventures.

OVERLANDER-S
BIKE PACKS

OS
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OS-22
VOLUME

22 litres (1340 cu in)

DIMENSIONS
400(h) x 420(w) x 150(d) mm

15.7”(h) x 16.5”(w) x 5.9”(d)

WEIGHT
2.5kg / 5.5lb

KOS22

OS-32
VOLUME
32 litres (1942 cu in)

DIMENSIONS
400(h) x 420(w) x 190(d) mm
15.7”(h) x 16.5”(w) x 7.5”(d)

WEIGHT
2.55kg / 5.62lb

KOS32

BMW 1250 GS ADVENTURE  - 1 x OS-32 PANNIER + 1 x OS-22 PANNIER MOUNTED ON OS-PLATFORM BMW GSA FIT
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OS-PANNIERS
The OS-32 and OS-22 are at the core of the OS range and share many 
of the features of traditional ADV hard luggage with the added benefits 
of durability and safety for riding in demanding environments where 
there will be the inevitable scrape with the terrain.
• The structured box shape allows for effortless packing and load control.

• The 100% waterproof roll-top closure and removable white liner guarantee pack contents 
remain protected from the elements. 

• Mounting and dismounting the OS-Panniers to the bike takes less than a minute with two quick 
release straps and buckles. 

• The same straps compress the pack firmly in position. No extra tie-down straps are required.

• Constructed from the highest quality materials including ultra-abrasion resistant Hypalon + 1000D 
Cordura®, with military grade made with Kevlar® webbing and aircraft grade alloy buckles.

• Offering two easy fit options, either traditional ‘over the seat’ saddlebag format using OS-STRAPS (page 74) 
or as a single pannier by hooking-on to a specially designed OS-PLATFORM. (page 73)  (both sold separately)

OS-32 and OS-22 Soft Panniers require pannier frames to be fitted to the bike. 
These are model specific, available as accessories from bike manufacturers or other after market suppliers. 

OVERLANDER-S
BIKE PACKS

TECH-SPECS
100% waterproof liner.

Roll-top closure.
HYPALON + 1000D Cordura®. 

Reinforced carry handle. 
Aircraft grade alloy buckles. 

made with KEVLAR® webbing. 
Security cable block.

Hi-Vis details.
16 hook-on points.

Shoulder strap loops.

OS-22

OS-32
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BMW S1000XR - 2 x OS-32 PANNIERS + 2 x OS-12 ADV PACKS + OS-18 TAIL PACK = 106 LITRE TOTAL CAPACITY
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OVERLANDER-S
BIKE PACKS

OS-18
VOLUME
18 Litres - (1100 cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
380(h) x 250(w) x 190(d) mm
14.9”(h) x 9.8”(w) x 7.5”(d)

WEIGHT
1000g / 35oz

KOS18

OS-12
VOLUME
12 Litres - (732 cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
360(h) x 200(w) x 160(d) mm
14.2”(h) x 7.9”(w) x 6.3”(d)

WEIGHT
850g / 30oz

KOS12

OS-6
VOLUME
6 Litres - (366 cu in) capacity

DIMENSIONS
320(h) x 200(w) x 90(d) mm
12.5”(h) x 7.9”(w) x 3.5”(d)

WEIGHT
550g / 19.4oz

KOS6

TECH-SPECS
Removable waterproof liner. 

Roll-over closure. 
Abrasion resistant HYPALON.

1000D Cordura®. 
Moulded Acetal buckles.

Aircraft grade alloy hooks.
Hi-Vis details.

Strap retainers.
Loops for shoulder strap.

OS-ADVENTURE PACKS are specifically designed for riding in the most demanding of environments.
Use as single stand alone pack or as a multi-pack storage system with the addition of other packs in the OS range.

The 100% waterproof roll-top closure (removable white liner) guarantees pack contents remain protected from the elements.

Constructed from the highest quality materials including ultra-abrasion resistant Hypalon + 
1000D Cordura® and aircraft grade alloy hooks.

A semi rigid SureGrip rubberised base with integrated hook loops and straps enable the pack to
 be mounted directly to most popular racks and pannier frames. 

Add an OS-BASE and they can be mounted in any combination to virtually
 any trail, enduro or dual-sport bike, without the need for pannier frames.
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DIMENSIONS
510(L) x 190(w) mm
20”(L) x 7.5”(w)

WEIGHT
700g - 24.7oz

KOSBA

KTM 690 ENDURO OS-BASE + OS-HEEL PLATES + 2 X OS-12
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OVERLANDER-S
BIKE PACKS

OS-BASE
An innovative modular pannier system that fits 
virtually any trail, enduro or dual sport bike 
without the need for metal pannier frames.
• The OS-BASE is an ‘over the seat harness’ which allows OS-6,

OS-12 or OS-18 ADVENTURE PACKS to be mounted as panniers.

• The modular design enables you to modify your luggage set-up to suit your ride
- from a day’s single track to longer adventure trips.

• By adding an additional OS-ADVENTURE PACK as a top bag, you have a
possible 100% waterproof, highly durable carrying capacity of up to 54 litres.

• The flexible design of the OS-BASE also enables you to mount earlier model Overlander 15
packs as panniers, US-DRYPACKS as top bags and includes ‘Loop Mounts’ to attach a tent or sleeping mat.

• After the initial set-up, it’s quick and easy to put on and take off and the heavy-duty hypalon construction
with a semi rigid polypropylene core is very stable and lightweight.

• The unique OS-RACK LOOP mounting system,* provides a very tough and reliable solution
to the demands of off-road riding.

*Includes 2 x OS-RACK LOOPS which require 2 x 6mm holes drilled in the rear fender for fitting.

TECH-SPECS
Carrying capacity from 12 to 54 Litres. 

with centre pack mounting option .
Heavy-duty Hypalon construction.

Quick & easy to put on/take off.
 Reinforced stitching on all stress points.

Aircraft grade alloy hooks.
 Non-slip cam buckles.

 2 x OS-RACK LOOPS included.
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OS-PLATFORM + 1.75 Gallon Rotopax™ 
Fuel container with LOX mount. 

OS-PLATFORM + OS-32 or OS-22 SOFT 
PANNIER 

OS-PLATFORM + OS-6 ADV PACK 
+ 1 Gallon Rotopax™ Fuel container on
DLX Mount.

OS-PLATFORM + OS-12 ADV PACK 
+ 1 Gallon Rotopax™ Fuel + 1 Gallon Rotopax™
Water container on LOX Mount
with Mount Extension.

OS-PLATFORM PACK MOUNTING OPTIONS 
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OS-PLATFORM
NEW 3RD GENERATION DESIGN - NOW STRONGER, 30% LIGHTER 
AND WITH MORE FRAME FITTING OPTIONS. 
Virtually indestructible Nylon-6 construction, lighter than alloy and without fatigue issues. Machined with 
optional attachment points, enabling you to set-up the bike to suit your adventure. Includes all fitting hardware  
to mount the OS-Platform to your pannier frame of choice. 

TECH-SPECS
10mm NYLON-6 construction. 

CNC machined. 
Universal design, fits left or right side. 

DIMENSIONS
390(w) x 300(h) x 10(d)mm
15.3”(w) x 11.8”(h) x 0.3”(d)

WEIGHT PER PLATFORM
1200g / 42oz

OVERLANDER-S
BIKE PACKS

FITTING OPTIONS

TUBE FIT
Fits 16mm - 20mm ‘standard’ hoop pannier 

frames including HEPCO, GIVI, 
TOURATECH & KTM

KOSPT-3

SW-MOTECH FIT 
 SW-Motech EVO and PRO pannier frames.

KOSPEV-3

BMW GSA FIT 
includes adaptor to mount on 
BMW GS ADVENTURE frames 

(exhaust side only)

KOSPGS
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OS-SHOULDER STRAP
Convert your OS-ADVENTURE PACK or  
OS-SOFT PANNIERS into a shoulder bag for 
easy carrying off the bike.

• Fits OS-6, OS-12, OS-18 & OS-32 PACKS
• Length adjustable
• Ultra-tough HYPALON shoulder pad
• Aircraft grade alloy buckles

WEIGHT
100g / 3.5oz

KAOSS

OS-CAM STRAPS
Hook on to OS-RACK LOOPS or OS-SOFT 
PANNIERS for attaching roll-top bags, tents etc. 
The ‘hook-back’ feature also allows you 
to mount one end around a bike frame or 
grab rail.

• 2 x 1.3m (50”) long, high quality 25mm webbing.
• Moulded Acetal buckle.
• Ultra-aggressive spikes on cam grip even when wet.
• Aircraft grade alloy hooks

WEIGHT
100g / 3.5oz

KAOSCS

OS-STRAPS
Traditional over the seat straps to mount a pair 
of OS-SOFT PANNIERS. Constructed using 
aircraft grade alloy components and 
abrasion-resistant Hypalon.

WEIGHT
200g / 7oz

KOSS
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OS-RACK LOOPS
The ultra-lightweight alternative to a rear 
luggage rack. Aircraft grade alloy and laser-cut 
Hypalon construction. Unique low-profile 
fasteners fit any style bodywork, including rear 
fuel tank bikes.

• Fit any OS-ADVENTURE PACK to any off-road bike.
• Perfect for mounting roll-top bags and tents.
• Ultra secure whatever the terrain.
• Lightweight T6 alloy - only 25g (0.8oz) per loop.
• Easy fit, just drill 4 x 6mm holes.

WEIGHT
100g / 3.5oz

KOSRL

SUBFRAME LOOPS
Provides a strong hook-on location to mount 
OS-ADVENTURE PACKS or US-DRYPACKS to 
most types of bike. Simply thread around the 
bike subframe and back through the buckle. 
4 x 500mm (20”) lengths of webbing with loop 
and buckle at one end. 

WEIGHT
50g / 1.7oz

KASLB4

OS-HEEL PLATES
Provides an improved mounting location for 
OS-BASE lower straps on a KTM 690 and 
HUSQVARNA 701

• Ultra durable CNC machined Nylon-6 
• High impact resistance
• Uses standard fitting hardware

WEIGHT
74g / 2.6oz each

KOSHP

OVERLANDER-S
BIKE PACKS
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DLX PACK MOUNT
ROTOPAX™ Pack Mounts are milled from solid 
aluminium then anodized black and finally engraved. 
They use a 5/16” steel all-thread with a steel threaded 
insert (Helicoil) in the base. 
The unique design which provides extra tightening 
power for ultimate security.
Mounts to the pre-drilled OS-PLATFORMS with 4 x M6 
bolts supplied with the kit.

WEIGHT 
700g / 24oz

KRX-DPM

ROTOPAX™  1 GAL
ROTOPAX™ 1 GALLON FUEL/WATER containers have 
solid thick walls and extra threads with a sure-seal 
gasket, guaranteeing it will not leak or vibrate loose. 
The rotational moulded design strengthens 
construction and is made from colour fast materials, so 
they’re less prone to fading or wearing out.

DIMENSIONS
340(h) x 230(w) x 80(d) mm
13.5”(h) x 9”(w) x 3”(d)

WEIGHT 
FUEL 940g / 2lb
WATER 870g / 1.9lb

FUEL KRX-1G-INTL 
WATER KRX-1W

LOX MOUNT
ROTOPAX™ Pack Mounts are milled from solid 
aluminium then anodized black and finally engraved. 
They use a 5/16” steel all-thread with a steel threaded 
insert (Helicoil) in the base. 
Lock your ROTOPAX™ fuel pack with this unique 
design which provides extra tightening power for 
ultimate security.
Mounts to the pre-drilled OS-PLATFORMS with 4 x M6 
bolts supplied with the kit.
includes 2 keys

WEIGHT 
750g / 26oz

KRX-LPM

ROTOPAX™ 1.75 GAL 
ROTOPAX™ 1.75 GALLON FUEL/WATER containers 
have solid thick walls and extra threads with a 
sure-seal gasket, guaranteeing it will not leak or 
vibrate loose. The rotational moulded design 
strengthens construction and is made from colour 
fast materials, so they’re less prone to fading or 
wearing out.

DIMENSIONS
356(h) x 381(w) x 88(d) mm
14”(h) x 15”(w) x 3.5”(d)

WEIGHT
FUEL 1.5kg / 3.3lb
WATER 1.3kg / 2.8lb

FUEL KRX-175F
WATER KRX-175W

MOUNT EXTENSION 
Add to a DLX or LOX Pack Mount to stack 2 ROTOPAX™ 
1 Gallon fuel or water containers together. Secures each 
pack individually.

WEIGHT
330g / 11.6oz

KRX-PME1

OVERLANDER-S
BIKE PACKS
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BOX PANNIER LINER & CARRY-ON FLIGHT BAG
This versatile travel bag is designed to fit inside most makes of alloy adventure panniers.
Featuring expandable sides the storage capacity can be increased in two stages from 30
up to 40 litres, ideal for 31, 38 and 45 litre panniers. With Hypalon abrasion resistant 
reinforcement these bags provide hard wearing, padded protection for your gear, on and off 
the bike and easily cope with the rough and tumble world of adventure motorcycle touring.
Once off the bike a rigid carry handle and clip-on padded shoulder strap ease the strain of 
carrying a heavy load. Set at 30 litre size, the KS40 dimensions comply with all airline carry-on 
size regulations, some may allow the 40 litre size setting. (please check with your airline)
A large zipped inner sleeve pocket is ideal for storing a tablet, magazines, maps etc. plus two 
zipped coated mesh pockets are perfect for keeping charger cables and other smaller items 
organized.

TRAVEL BAG KS40
TECH-SPECS

420D polyester construction.
Hypalon abrasion resistant re-enforcement.

YKK® oversize zips.
2 external and 2 internal compression straps.

Padded shoulder strap included.
Hypalon carry handle.

1 x zip pocket.
2 x Coated-mesh zipped pocket.

VOLUME
30-40 Litres (1830 - 2440cu in) capacity

WEIGHT 
1100g / 39oz

KS40

DIMENSIONS
30L:  370(h) x 420(w) x 180(d) mm  /  14.6”(h) x 16.5”(w) x 7.1”(d) 
35L:  370(h) x 420(w) x 220(d) mm  /  14.6”(h) x 16.5”(w) x 8.7”(d)
40L:  370(h) x 420(w) x 260(d) mm  / 14.6”(h) x 16.5”(w) x 10.2”(d)

BIKE PACKS
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WORKS SERIES
RACE EQUIPMENT
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FORK SEAL COVERS
Increase service life for your USD forks with more effective 
protection from mud & dirt.
Made from NEOSKIN (coated neoprene).
Easy fit/clean, no fork disassembly required.

HANDS-FREE KIT
An addition to the Kriega Hydro-2 or Hydro-3 with quick-release 
dry-break connector, giving faster and safer in-helmet hydration.

TECH-SPECS
Easy fit - hook and loop design
Use with or without cable ties
USD fitment only
Black with silver logo
Universal fit
Reflective print

WEIGHT
30g / 1oz

KWEFK

TECH-SPECS
White silicone tube with Kriega branding
Soft bite valve
Easy-fit – Velcro® tab tube management
Quick-release dry-break connector
Big-bore insulated ‘in-pack’ tube

WEIGHT
150g / 5.3oz

KAHFV
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RALLY PACK
Bolt-on 100% waterproof rear fender 
pack for Rally / Adventure riding.

Hook and loop closure strap
4 x CNC 6061-T6 alloy fasteners
4 x Stainless steel fasteners
1000D Cordura®
RHINOTEK: abrasion 
resistant fabric
Removable liner

DIMENSIONS
200(h) x 175(w) x 70(d) mm
7.9”(h) x 6.9”(w) x 2.7”(d)

WEIGHT
300g /10.5oz

KRR25 

HAUL LOOPS
Front and rear Haul Loops are essential 
equipment for extreme enduro events. 
Kriega’s unique design is a self 
supporting/semi-rigid solution, 
which is always easy to find and use.

Ultra-tough construction
HYPALON: abrasion resistant re-enforcement
TOUGHTEK - grips wet or dry
Alloy buckles

WEIGHT
F - 50g / 1.7oz
R - 70g / 2.4oz

       REAR (KWEHLR)

   FRONT (KWEHL)

WORKS SERIES
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KRIEGA APPAREL
T-SHIRTS

BIKE STICKERS

100% ringspun cotton
White screen printed Kriega branding on front 

Chest Size
S  =  36”/38”
M  =  38”/40”
L  =  40”/42”
XL  = 42”/44”
XXL  = 44”/46”
Garment sizes are 
approximate 

small -      KMTS-S
medium - KMTS-M
large -      KMTS-L
x large -   KMTS-XL
xx large - KMTS-XXL

2 x heavy-duty stickers, print on transparent vinyl with UV-gloss laminate.

36 x 146mm ( 1.4”x 5.7”)

BLACK KAKSB
WHITE KAKS

NECK TUBE
The Original BUFF® Tubular 
with Kriega ‘K Logo’ Design

Multifunctional - can be worn as a  
neckerchief, head scarf, balaclava or mask.

• ULTRA-STRETCH

• THERMAL INSULATION

• 100% SEAMLESS 

• UPF50 SUN PROTECTION

• BREATHABLE & QUICK DRYING

• POLYESTER MICROFIBRE 

Made from recycled bottles

MADE IN SPAIN

KMBU-B

KEY RING
Embroidered Keyring
Kriega logo both sides

SIZE 
100 x 25mm
3.9” x 0.9”

KMKEY
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Learn more about motorcycle luggage systems and saddlebags we have.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/luggage-systems-saddlebags.html

